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THE WEATHER AND CIRCULATION OF SEPTEMBER 1934'
JAY S. WINSTON
Extended Forecast Section, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

PERSISTENCE O F SUMMER CIRCULATION
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1954

CIRCULATION FEATURES O F SEPTEMBER 1954 IN
RELATION T O WEATHER OVER THE UNITED STATES

A conspicuous feature oE the mid-tropospheric circulation for the month of September 1954 was its similarity
over the Western Hemisphere to the mean circulation for
the summer season of 1954. The persistence of many
features of the circulation and weather during the individual months of this summer has previously been noted
[l, 21. Comparison of figures 1and2
shows thatthis
summertime persistence carried on into September to a
remarkable degree. Over the regionfrom
thecentral
Pacific eastward to western Europe the troughs and ridges
during September (fig. 1) were located in very nearly the
same longitudinal positions as they were during the summer (fig. 2). Likewise the fields of 700-mb. height momaly for summer and September were rather highly correlated over this area. I n fact, over a limited region covering the United States and the adjacent western Atlantic12
the correlation coefficient between the fields of 700-mb.
height anomaly for summer and September 1954 was+.52.
There are no comparable coefficients available for other
years, butthe
average one-month lag correlation for
August-September for the same area during a period of
18 years was about f.30 131. For strict comparison the
correlation coefficient for August-September 1954 was also
computed andits value \vas+.62.
Thus, it is safe to
conclude that September's circulation exhibited more persistence from previous months than is usually found at
this time of year. Furthermore, visua-l inspection of aJ1
mean 700-mb. charts for summer and September revealed
that no other year in the entire period of record (back lo
1933) exhibited anywhere near the degree of persistence
observed this year over the Western Hemisphere. The
unusually stablenature
of this circulation pattern in
roughly one-half of the Northern Hemisphere, while the
circulation over the other half underwent relatively wellmarkedchanges,
suggests that thermodyrmnicfactors
(i. e., the effects of differential heating over continents and
oceans) may play amajor role in such cases of persisteucc.

The circulation feature most directly associated with
UnitedStatesweatherduringSeptember
1954was the
zonally-oriented continental ridge which
covered
the
southern two-thirds of the United States (fig. 1). Under
this broad mean ridge, in which height anomalies were all
positive, above-normal surface temperatures prevailed
(Chart I-B). Note that a pronounced belt of temperatures in excess of 4" F. above normal roughly paralleled
the axis of maximum positive height anomaly at 700 mb.
(fig. 1). I n this zone during the first week of the month
some unusually high daily temperature readings for September were registered. For instance, i t was 103" F. a t
Kansas City, Mo. on the 2d; 105" F. a t Fort Smith, Ark.
on the 3d; 104O F. a t St. Louis, Mo. on the 4th; 105' F.
a t Nashville, Tenn. on the 5th;105' E'. at Shelbyville,.Ky.
on the Sth, and 1 0 3 O F. at Richmond, Va. on the 7th.
As is usually the case in the warmer season over the
United States, hotweather was accompanied by littlerainfall over much of the area dominated by the continental
anticyclone aloft (Chart 111). Notethat the southern
half of the country under this ridge was free of cyclones
(Chart X) and had comparatively few fronts (fig. 3). As
u result, rather severe drought conditions persisted through
September over much of Texas, Oklahoma, the Carolinas,
Georgia, and Alaba,ma. These States were comparatively
dry throughout the entire summer (cf. fig. 1B of [2]) and
have been generally deficient in precipitation for the past
few years.
Significant breaksinthedroughtsituation
occurred
this month in la.rge portions of Louisiana, 'Mississippi,
Tennessee, andKentucky(Chart
111). Heavier-thannorma,l rainfall in the first two of these States was related
to the development of a mean easterly wave at 700 mb.
in the northern Gulf of Mexico where easterly flow was
strongerthan normal (fig. 1). As is typical of easterly
waves on daily or shorter-period charts, precipitation
occurred on theeast side of the trough line. Heavierthan-normal precipitation over Kentucky and Tennessee
showed litt'le relation to the mean circulation. Most of
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See Charts I-XV following p. 279 for analyzed rli~nnfologlcald:rta lor Il w monl11.
Latitudes 30" to 50' N., longitudes 50° t o 1%" IT.
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FIGWEE
1.-Mean 7Wmb. contours and height departures from normal (both in tens of feet) for August 31-September
1954. Wave pattern over Western Hemisphere was very
similar to prevailing pattern ofsummer of 1954 (Bg. 2). For Unlted States area major circulation feature wasextensive anticyclonic circulation in southern portion.

this substantial precipitation occurred within a few days prevailing trough off the west coast, thereby providing a
around the 20th when the passage of a well-defined daily mechanism for widespread shower activity. These troughs
trough and accompanying cold frontandsquall
lines also brought several thrusts of cool Pacific air into theFar
West so t m t surface temperatures over that area were
brought heavy .showers to the area.
generally somewhat below normal (Chart I-B).
In Arizona, Utah, easternNevada,andnorthwestern
The mean trough ineasternNorth
America (fig. 1)
Colorado precipitation was also in excess of normal (Chart
111). This was associated with moisture transported had some important direct influence on the weather over
from the Gulf of Mexico around the southwestern and the Northeast and along much of the immediate Atlantic
western peripheries of the mean continental ridge (fig. 1). 'coastal strip during September. Since the trough was
Inspection of daily and 5-day mean 700-mb. charts in- deeper than normal mainly in its middle-latitude section,
dicates that much of this precipitation occurred when a surface temperatures in the East were cooler than normal
trough or Low center moved intothearea
from the only in New England, New York, andnorthern New
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FIGURE 2.-Mean 700-mb. contows and height departures from normal (both in tens of feet) for summer 1954. Month-to-month persistence of many circulation featuresduring the
se8son makes this chart very representativeof the prevailing rirculation of the summer. Comparison with figure 1 indicates that persistence continued through September Over

the Western Hemisphere.

Jersey (Chart I-B), where heightsaloft
were
below
normal. Farthersouth
stronger-than-normal westerly
flow and the proximity of the continental anticyclone
aloftallowed
warm weather to dorninak the coastal
region.
Precipitation over New EnglandandtheAtlantic
coastal strip was heavier than normal for September
largely as a result of the rainfall associated with hurricane
Ednawhichmoved
nort,h-northeastward close to the
coast on the 10th and 11th (Chart X). The path of this
st’orm between the Bahamasand
New Englmdlay

within a fewdegrees of latitude of the position of the
monthly mean trough (fig. 1). This storm’s pronounced
meridional motion was associated with a marked increase
in amplitude of the long-wave trough along theeast
coast as the cyclone came out of the subtropics. Its
large-scale evolution in this sense was somewhat akin to
that of the hurricane of September 1938 [4] and of hurricane Carol which battered the New England coast on the
last day of August 1954 [2]. Details of the case history
of Edna are given in an article in this issue by Mallkin and
Iiolzworth j5].
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Blocking
persisted
A combination of heavier-than-normal precipitation conditions over northernCanada.
and mostly below normal temperatures characterized in this area duringSeptember (fig. l),but was considerably
the weather regime along thenorthern border sections weaker than in August (cf.fig. 2 of [2]). As a result
of the country this month (Charts I-B and 111). South of anticyclones moved in a more zonal fashion in September
this zone very strong gradients
of surface temperature and (Chart IX) and Canadian Highs generally did not peneprecipitation were located,indicatingthe presence of a trate as far southward as they didin August (cf. Chart IX
strong mean polar front boundary stretching zonally and fig. 5B of [2]), when meridional motions of the Highs
across the United States.Thisfrontal
concentration were predominant.
over the northern United States is clearly illustrated in
The relaxation of blocking conditions over Canada was
figure 3. Note howclosely the boundary lines between alsoreflected in the more frequent number of cyclones
positive and negative temperature
and
precipitation passing through the northern United States and southern
anomaliescoincided with the axis of maximum frontal Canadaduring
September (Chart X). Most of these
frequency across the country from Montana eastward.
storms traveled on the north side of the monthly mean jet
East of the Rockies the axes of the monthly mean wind stream (figs. 4A and 5) where wind speeds mere somewhat
maxima a t both 700 mb. (fig.4A) and 200 mb. (fig. 5) weaker than normal (fig. 4B).
were located directly above this maximum concentration
of fronts and the accompanying contrast zone between
temperature and precipitation. During August, however,
this coincidence of jet axes and frontal concentration was
not nearly so close. The maximum wind speed axes a t
both 700 mb. and 200 mb. (cf. figs. 3A and 4 of [2]) were
located at nearlythesamelatitude
across the United
States as in September, but the maximum frontal concentration andboundary zones of surface temperature
and precipitation (cf.fig. 6 and Charts I-B and I11 of
[2]) were roughly of
5’
latitudefarthersouth.The
southward displacement of the polar fronts last month
was attributedtothegreatintensity
of the blocking

h

FIGURE
3.”Numher of days in September 1954 with surface fronts of any type (within
squares with sides approximately 5oC miles). l’rontd positions t a k m from Dailg
Weather Mup, 130 p. m. EST. Sharp c o n t m t s in tenlperatnre and precipitationregimes
(see Charts I-Band 111) existed across the zonal itxis of nlaximum frontal frequency ill
northern portion of the United States. Fronts were less frequent in southern United
States which was dominated hg the continental ridge aloft !fie 1).

FIGURE4.-(.k) Arcan 700-mh. isotachs and (B) departure from normalwind specd
(both in meters pcr second) for August 31-September 29, 1954. Solid arrows indicate
major axes of maximum flow. Axis of maximum flow across North dmerioa extended
zorully through northern United States nearly coinciding with axis of maximum
fronml frcqnency shown in fignre 3. Strongest Bow on map a-as locntcd in ei:strrn
.\tlmtic wlmc mean wmds of 16 miscc were ?, mhec shovenormal.
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Over the British Isles and adjacent sections of Europe
700-mb. height anomalies were negat,ive once again in
September (fig. 1) as theyhave been during the entire
summer (fig. 2 ) . However, the negative anomaly center
was strongerthan it had been in any of the summer
months and was almost 10' of latitude farther north than
its position in August (cf.fig.
2 of [2]). Meanwhile
heights were well above normal in the Azores High and
over theMediterranean.Thus,
westerly flow a t middle
latitudes over the eastern Atlantic and
western Europe
was as much as 9 m/sec stronger than normal (fig. 4 B ) .
At 700 mb. the strongest winds in the Northern Hemisphere were located near latitude 50' and longitude 20'
W. (fig. 4A). The axis of this pronounced jet stream at
both 700 mb. and 200 mb. crossed sout,hern Britain and
the North Sea (figs. 4A and 5). As a result, the weather
in the British Isles and adjacent areas of northwestern
Europe during September was cool with frequent storminess andmanyfrontal
passages.Since
the westerlies
were so strong,eastern sections of EnglandandScotland had subnormal rainfall while western sections continued to experience heavier-than-normal amounts. This
regime extended for yet another month thevery long spell
of cyclonic weather over this region which had set in as
early as May.
TheJapancseIslands
experienced duringSeptember
1954 some of the most severe and frequent typhoon ac,tivity in recent history. The tracks of the t,yphoons in the
western Pacific during September are indicated in figure
6 superimposed on the mean 700-mb. flow for September
(same as fig. 1). Note that threestorms (I, J, and M)
traversed the southwestern portion of the Islands (Kyushu
and/or southernHonshu). One of these (J) moved due

northward into Manchuria, while the other twomoved
northeastward throughthe Sea of Japan, finally approaching or crossing the northern island of Hokkaido. A fourth
storm (K) brushed by the southeastern coast of Honshu
as it moved northeastward toward middle latitudes of t,he
Pacific. These storms were unusual not only in their
frequency and severity, but also in that their paths were
more meridional than normal.
Probably of major importance in determining the paths
of these September typhoons was the large mean subtropical High a t 700 mb. over the western Pacific. Heights in
this anticyclone and its associated ridge wereconsiderably above normal from the subtropics well northward
through the middle-latitude west,erlies(fig. 1). These
positive anomalies, as well as the anticyclonic curvature
of the mean 700-mb. contours, extended westward to t,he
JapaneseIslands.
The subtropicaland middle-latitude
trough t,o the west of this ridge was also more intense
than normal with a rather deep Low center nem latitude
25' N. This trough, which was mainly a reflection of t)he
typhoons, was a relatively shallow system and did not
show up in the mean a t 200 mb., whereas the anticyclonic
circulation dominated the subtropical western Pacific at
200 mb. even more than it did a t 700 mb. (fig. 5).
The height anomalies at 700 mb. in the western Pacific
were associated with abnormally strong geostrophic flow
out of tropical regions toward Japan and middle latitudes
(fig. 4). I t is of interest to note that by and large t8he
typhoons traveled on t,hewest side of the axis of maximum
flow shown in figure 4A and tothe, east of the mean trough
with its axis of negative height anomaly (fig. 1). The
tendency for tropical cyclones to travel northward toward
middle latitudesinthe
vicinity of pronouncedmean
troughs in the westerlies has been observed frequently.
The tendency for tropical storm tracks to be located in
the cyclonic shear zone on the left side of the axis of the

FIGGEE
5.--Mmn %Bmb. contours (Inhundreds of fcct) and isotaehs (dashed, in metem
per second) for August 31-September 29,1954. Solid arrowsindicate the axes of monthly
mean iet streams. Circulation pattern and jet axes are w r y similar to 'iW-mh.f e a t u w
of flgnres 1 and 4.4, evcept over eastern
I'acific.
upper

F~GUH
F.-'rracks
E
of typhoons in western Pacific during Scptembcr 1954 superimpsed
on mean 700-mb. contours (same as in fig. 1 ) . Letters at beginnings of tracks ace first
letters of officially designated names of Pacific typhoons. Alphabetical order r e w s
sents chronology of typhoon occurrence. Four ol the five typhoons sffcctcd the J a w
nene Islands, taking a large toll of lives and property. Unusual frequency of typhoon
tracks in far westerly position o w r .Japau W R S assoclatcd with abnormally st,rong
anticyclone in western Pacific. (See nno~ndlierof iWmb height in Bg. 1.)
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Weather Review, vol. 82, No. 8, Aug. 1954, pp. 228mean current a t 700 mb. is not so well established, but it
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Chart I. A. Average Temperature (OF.)at Surface, September 1954.

1
iT
average maximum and monthly average minimum, which are the average of fhe dailymaxirna and daily minima,respectively.
B. Normal average monthly temperatures are computed for Weather Bureau stations having at least 10 years of record.
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